SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER, 2017
HEALTHY MOMS, HEALTHY BABIES
MCPLEF’S HEALTHY MOMS, HEALTHY BABIES program has provided crib sets (which include a new crib, mattress and sheet) to 19 pregnant moms since January 1, 2017. To receive the crib set, Mom must watch a video on
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and the safety measures to prevent it. After watching the video, our office volunteer
discusses the video’s main points and checks to see if the new mom understands the safety measures she can implement to keep her baby healthy. Mom must also watch another one of our parenting videos; when she has completed
this requirement, she then receives her new crib set. This crib set is hers to keep and is not returned to us. The crib
our moms receive is brand new. We either get them for a good price at IKEA or through
an online auction. We are pleased to provide the needy babies of Miami County with a
safe secure place to sleep.
If any of our supporters would like to help with this program, just click on the PayPal donate button below and follow the directions. A receipt for your donation will be sent from
PayPal to your email; donations to Miami County ProLife Educational Foundation are tax
deductible.
MCPLEF and our Moms and Babies thank you for your support!

LIFE CHAIN 2017
Please join Miami County Right To Life on Sunday, October 1, 2017, from 2 to 3 in front
of the Miami County Court House in support of all LIFE, both born and unborn.
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MIAMI COUNTY FAIR-2017
Had some wonderful weather for the fair this year and many children stopped by to play “the match game”. They
loved putting the babies with their moms and then choosing a prize.
Thanks to all the following who volunteered at the booth, called for staffing the booth and of course, Dave and Mary Jo
for setting up the booth and supplying everyone with water while they were there.

Dave and Mary Jo Enneking

Jack and Beth Rindler

Rick and Kathy Belcher

Rosalie Dzendzel

Kathy Major

Marie Helman

Zane Small and Allie York

Bill and Carol McDonald

Ann Bradl

Becky Carter

Mary Ellen Buechter

Heather Thompson

Stan Buechter

Rose Hemm

Carol Battson

Ginny Daum

Nancy Skolnicki

Peggy Menker and daughter

Carol Hemmerle

Linda McCartan

Lorena Spofford

Janice Sommer

Ursula Pierron
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FORTY DAYS FOR LIFE
FALL CAMPAIGN
DAYTON, OHIO
DAYTON, OHIO, UNITED STATES
TAKE A STAND FOR LIFE
From September 27 to November 5, 2017, our community will take part in 40 Days for Life.
. .a groundbreaking coordinated international mobilization. We pray that, with God’s help,
this will make the beginning of the end of abortion in our city—-and beyond.

DAYTON WOMEN’S CENTER
1377 E. STROOP ROAD
KETTERING, OHIO
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
IN ICELAND, THEY ARE SNUFFING OUT ALL THE SUNSHINE
“CBS recently aired a short ten-minute documentary exploring the view that Iceland “is one the verge of eliminating Down
syndrome.” Typically, a headline such as this might lead one to believe that there has been a new medical breakthrough—
that researchers have found a cure, or perhaps a vaccine, of which widespread use has eradicated a disease, such as
Polio, for example.
But that is not the case in Iceland. Iceland is not on the verge of eliminating Down syndrome. No, it is systematically eliminating the people who have Down syndrome.
How and why? The “how” is through the combined practice of prenatal testing and abortion. Having identified in advance
babies who have Down syndrome, it makes possible the systematic, near universal “eradication” of all these innocent babies. This is no exaggeration. As a consequence of prenatal screening over the past decade, 100 percent of babies prenatally diagnosed with Down syndrome have been aborted. There may be a few who escape the proverbial net, because
of inaccurate results, or because a small percentage of mothers decline testing. Essentially, no babies with Down syndrome are being born in that country. This is an outrage.
The “why” comes in the form of the comments from those interviewed in this documentary.


There is the genetic counselor who believes abortion is ending a “possible life”, while showing the journalist a
“prayer card” with the stamped imprint of the tiny feet of an aborted baby who had Down syndrome. (Excuse me,
but “possible life” does not have footprints!)



There is the same counselor who, in a different scene, essentially says that, sure, they are cute when they are little, but they grow up and can have so many other problems, while the camera pans to a young man with Down
syndrome who also has Autism.

There is so much more than can be written critiquing the documentary, but the main point I want to make is this. Reports
such as this documentary, and even many advocates who decry the results of these search-and-destroy missions, place
the blame on “widespread use of genetic testing.” Genetic testing is just a tool. The information gathered by this tool can
be used to save lives, or it can be used to end lives.
The U.S. is estimated to have an abortion rate for Down syndrome of about 67%. But this statistic is from before 2011
when more advanced non-invasive prenatal tests (NIPT) were introduced. When newer statistics become available, we
could be experiencing much higher estimates.
As stated in the documentary, by a female bishop of the Church of Iceland, there is a “very small” group of Icelanders who
actively oppose abortion. Perhaps this is another reason why the U.S. has not quite reached the high threshold that Iceland has. We have a much more active pro-life base who keeps the humanity of the unborn child in the public eye. In Iceland they are snuffing out all the sunshine; the Land of Fire and Ice could use a lot more of that sunshine.”
Written by Eileen Haupt, National Right to Life News
Today, August 16, 2017

